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Create Trusted 
Caller Flows™

Neustar Inbound Authentication delivers an 
accurate, fast, and convenient authentication 
capability that gives callers a secure and rich 
experience. Creating trusted caller flows 
increases IVR containment and minimizes agent 
involvement in authentication. Reducing agent 
involvement reduces costs and the risk of agents 
succumbing to social engineering attacks. 

Reduce KBA For Trusted Callers
An authentication token from the Neustar Inbound 
Authentication service confirms that the caller 
is using her expected phone. For even greater 
certainty, ask the caller something simple she can 
answer easily with her phone. Ideally, use the last 

four digits of the caller’s social security number 
(SSN). Everyone remembers her SSN. It is easy to 
enter in the IVR. Also, it can serve as an identifier 
to distinguish callers who share a phone number. If 
no SSN is on file, then the caller’s name will suffice. 
This fusion of a lightweight KBA token with strong 
ownership-factor authentication creates a fast, 
easy two-factor authentication process. 

Asking one simple authentication question in 
the IVR eliminates most “pound outs” to agents 
for authentication. As an example, this approach 
replaces $4.00 agent calls with $0.40 IVR calls. 
For calls that require personal interaction, agent 
average handle time typically decreases by 30 to 
60 seconds.

As a true two-factor authentication solution, this 
fulfills both the letter and the intent of related 
regulatory requirements. 

Neustar Inbound Authentication reduces operating costs, increases customer satisfaction, 
and improves fraud-fighting effectiveness. 
After analyzing billions of customer calls, Neustar, a TransUnion company, has identified 
best practices for getting the most out of the service: create trusted caller flows, 
implement risk-based authentication, increase ANI match rate, and develop a caller-
treatment matrix. This document provides concrete recommendations for how to 
optimize use of the system in each of these areas.

Inbound Authentication 
Best Practices

Create Trusted
Caller Flows

Improve
Fraud-Fighting
Effectiveness

Increase ANI
Match Rate

Develop a
Caller-Treatment

Matrix
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Use Trust Indicator to Stratify Treatment  
of Non-Authenticated Callers
An authentication token identifies high-trust 
callers. Trust levels for non-authenticated callers 
vary from moderate- to no-trust. Use the Trust 
Indicator (TI) to guide treatment of these callers. 
(See table above). Create a low-friction path for 
callers with higher Trust Indicator values. Define 
stepped-up authentication methods for callers 
with low Trust Indicator values.

Give Trusted Callers Reasons to Stay  
in the IVR
High-trust callers can have more self-service 
options in the IVR than less-trusted callers, 
such as: changes to account information, PIN or 
password resets, or notification of international 
travel plans. Because high-trust callers can 
accomplish more on their own, they’ll be more 
satisfied and less likely to ask for an agent’s help.

Remove High-Volume Callers from 
Full Processing
Call centers often receive a high volume 
of calls from other businesses or from 
monitoring services. Since these calls are not 
from consumer phones they will never be 
authenticated. They will always receive a “red” 
decision, which can hamper accurate reporting 

of authentication rates, a key measurement of 
authentication effectiveness and value. Neustar 
provides reports to identify these high-volume 
callers. Once identified, high-volume callers can 
be treated more efficiently:

	§ Monitoring services – These automated 
services test that phone systems are up and 
running. They can be excluded from processing. 
	§ Business partner calls – Ideally, business 

partners call a different phone line from a 
consumer, but that is not always the case. When 
partners call from a specific line they can be 
identified and given a different call treatment, 
such as routing to a call center appropriate for 
that partner’s needs.

In addition to better treatment of these callers, 
excluding them from the service improves the 
accuracy of authentication rate reporting. 

Customize Caller Flows Based on API Data
Data included in the Neustar Inbound 
Authentication API response can also be used to 
optimize caller treatment. For example, if a caller’s 
number has been reassigned recently, or the call 
comes from outside the U.S., it may be beneficial 
to override normal call treatment. Neustar 
regularly adds new data elements to the API that 
can improve customized caller treatments. 

Trust Indicator Score Not Authenticated: 
Stratify Callers by Trust Level

Moderate Trust (TI of 300-400)
Moderate reduction in KBA

Standard permissions

Normal Trust (TI of 200)
Current KBA strategy

Standard permissions

Low Trust (TI 0-100)
Escalated authentication strategy  
and fraud detection
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Implement Risk-Based 
Authentication
Neustar Inbound Authentication focuses fraud-
fighting efforts by removing false positives from 
the fraud desk while flagging high-risk callers  
that might otherwise be missed.

Focus on Non-Authenticated Calls
Callers authenticated by Neustar Inbound 
Authentication will receive a highly secure and rich 
experience. They won’t need any further fraud 
inspection. Fraudsters will only be found among 
the smaller pool of non-authenticated callers. 
That’s where to focus fraud-fighting efforts. Train 
agents that speak with non-authenticated callers 
to beware of social engineering tactics.

This approach reduces false positives sent to the 
fraud desk. In most organizations, the majority 
of callers sent to the fraud desk are legitimate 
customers. Some of these customers may 
receive an authentication token and be correctly 
classified as trustworthy for future calls. 

Step-Up Authentication of  
Low-Trust Callers
Callers receiving Trust Indicator scores of 
0 – 100 show significant risk patterns such as 
spoofing or use of risky virtualized call services. 
Improve fraud detection by giving these callers  
a more rigorous authentication experience. 

Provide Fraud Feedback
Each enterprise faces unique challenges from 
criminals attempting account takeovers. Each 
attacking entity may employ a range of devices 
and tactics. By providing Neustar with timely fraud 
feedback data, Trust Indicator can be tuned to 
better stratify caller risk for specific circumstances. 

Increase ANI Match Rate
Some callers’ ANIs will not match an existing 
record, even though those ANIs will receive an 
authentication token or high Trust Indicator 
value. These numbers are often for legitimate 

phone calls. Increasing the ANI match rate for 
these calls will increase the value of Neustar 
Inbound Authentication.

Find CRM Matches on Unknown ANIs
Neustar Inbound Authentication can find 
matches between an unknown phone number 
and CRM records. This is done by inspecting 
identity attributes for the number in the 
Neustar OneID® dataset, such as the name of 
the phone number owner as well as addresses 
and other phone numbers. If these match a 
record in the CRM, trusted callers can still be 
matched to their accounts. 

Softlink Trusted Phone Numbers
Implement a process to add an authenticated 
caller’s new numbers to her customer record. 
First, attach the new numbers to the customer’s 
file on a provisional basis. Apply some caution 
before fully linking the number to the customer’s 
account. In the interim, consider adding conditions 
such as a time interval (e.g., 30 – 45 days) without 
any account fraud or risky activity. Once that 
period passes without a problem add the number 
to the customer’s record. Neustar Inbound 
Authentication will fully identify and authenticate 
the caller on her next call.

Increase ANI Matching by Promoting 
Phone Number Registration
To increase the phone-match rate quickly, 
ask customers to provide all of their phone 
numbers. Callers may be more cooperative if 
they understand a direct benefit: faster service 
and better security. Requests for callers’ phone 
numbers may be made via:

	§ A web or mobile session, immediately after 
successful authentication
	§ A promotional on-hold recording
	§ An IVR prompt to save a new ANI
	§ A verbal request from an agent
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Develop A Caller-Treatment Matrix
To maximize the value of Neustar Inbound Authentication, create a matrix that defines caller treatment 
according to the strength of the authentication and whether the caller is identified. See an example 
matrix, below. At the same time, define flow overrides or modifications based on data from the API, such 
as last date of number reassignment, phone type, or the carrier that provisioned the calling phone. 

Identified Not Identified

High Trust Authenticated

One simple KBA question

Maximum IVR permissions

Standard KBA questions

Normal IVR Permissions

Softlink ANI

Moderate Trust
TI of 300-400

Two simple KBA questions

Normal IVR permissions

Standard KBA questions

Normal IVR Permissions

Softlink ANI

Normal Trust
TI of 200

Standard KBA questions

Normal IVR permissions

Standard KBA questions

Normal IVR permissions

Low Trust
TI 0-100

Stepped-up authentication

Normal IVR permissions

Stepped-up authentication

Limited IVR and agent 
services
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For more information, call 1-855-898-0036 x4, email risk@team.neustar,  
or visit www.inbound.neustar
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